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Most of what George Galloway, Leader of the Respect Party, said at the 7th August 2015 
meeting will be pleasing to the overwhelming majority of those from our Afrikan Heritage 
Communities and their friends and allies whom he joined at the Windrush Square, Brixton, 
at the beginning of the 1st August 2015 Global Afrikan Reparations Unity March in London, 
United Kingdom. Speaking in the evening of that Friday, 7th August 2015, at the Respect 
Party “Share With The Mayor” Forum of “George Galloway: A London for All”, the campaign 
backing his candidature for the forthcoming Mayor of London elections, at the Holy Trinity 
Church on Philip Lane in the Tottenham area of London, he progressively very well 
addressed a good number of issues of mainly domestic policies for London, but also dwelt 
upon external affairs pertaining to the historical and contemporary role of Britain in the 
World. 

George Galloway explained his stance against the colonial domination of all peoples by 
Imperialism and the rationale for his proposal about a Museum in London on the 
Enslavement of Afrikan people as one of the British state gestures of Reparations. This 
explanation was mainly in response to critical remarks made by my colleague Esther 
Stanford-Xosei, a panelist at the Forum, in expounding the standpoint of the Global Afrikan 
People’s Parliament in United Kingdom (GAPP-UK) and the Pan-Afrikan Reparations 
Coalition in Europe (PARCOE), grassroots formations in Britain of the International Social 
Movement for Afrikan Reparations (ISMAR) linked to the Peoples’ Reparations International 
Movement (PRIM) in which we are both invoved. Esther made the point we of the GAPP-UK 
and the PARCOE share that such a museum may not be the starting point for discussing and 
acting on Reparations as desired by Afrikan Heritage Communities, whose right to setting 
their own agenda and effecting Positive Action for Reparatory Justice and exercising self-
determining agency in honest Dialogue with all others interested in this matter must be fully 
respected. She correctly raised, among other issues, the need for all to begin with carefully 
studying and signing the Stop the Maangamizi: We Charge Genocide/Ecocide Petition (see 
https://www.change.org/stop-the-maangamizi-we-charge-genocide-ecocide); as well as 
supporting our demand for establishing All-Party Parliamentary Commissions of Inquiry for 
Truth and Reparatory Justice (APPCITARJs) in the parliament houses of the United Kingdom 
and Europe, including the European Parliament. 

Questions, Answers and Disagreements



Answering the question I personally raised in the meeting in connection with the Pledging 
Our Cause Mutual Exchange Concord (POCMEC) in the 3-Pronged Approach of the GAPP-UK 
to Electoral Politics in Britain today, George Galloway very clearly, unequivocally and 
straight-forwardly reiterated his personal commitment to Afrikan Reparations and 
therefore to proselytizing and advocating vehemently for our Afrikan Reparatory Justice 
Cause. Though pointing out that it was an unpopular thing, ostensibly for the majority of 
British people, to identify with, he publicly declared his own preparedness to use the pulpit 
of Mayor of London to campaign for Afrikan Reparations were he to get elected to that 
office. This makes him the one and only figure in mainstream Establishment Politics in the 
whole United Kingdom to come so far in making such a public declaration! This is very 
remarkable because not even one of the publicly elected so-called Black officials at local and 
central governmental levels, not even in the mainstream political parties, have done as 
much yet. George Galloway therefore deserves good commendation for putting himself pro-
actively forward with his characteristic boldness in supporting efforts such as those of our 
GAPP-UK, the PARCOE and other allied organisations, networks and campaigns, to 
mainstream our grassroots matter of Afrikan Reparatory Justice not only in contemporary 
British politics but also in all domestic and international affairs pertaining to Afrikan people 
throughout the World. Not only those of us who are Afrikan Reparatory Justice Activists but 
all within and outside our Afrikan Heritage Communities must give this very poignant new 
development seriously deep thought with a view to individually and collectively taking the 
most appropriate actions. Unless anything that may happen convinces me otherwise, I 
personally would argue from now onwards for serious discussions of CRITICAL SUPPORT for 
the candidature of George Galloway for Mayor of London in the forthcoming elections to 
that office by all peoples; but more so by Afrikans and all others tracing descent from, and 
identification with the heritage of, communities everywhere in the World that have 
experienced the atrocities of British Colonialism and are still suffering from its legacies, 
including continuing neocolonialist domination by Euro-Amerikkkan Imperialism.

This is not to say that I share the viewpoints and actions of George Galloway on everything. 
Indeed at the 7th August 2015 meeting in the Tottenham area of London, it ought to have 
become obvious to all participants that there is a significant number of things upon which I 
share the standpoint of my colleagues of the GAPP-UK and the PARCOE in disagreeing on 
principle with George. As he admitted openly himself, it took Esther Stanford-Xosei and 
recent documentary films and works by various other better informed people, and of course 
the Communities and Activists concerned, to open his mind and eyes wider to our Afrikan 
Reparatory Justice Case; and that he is still studying with a candid determination to learn 
more from honest Dialogue with Black and other Communities; in particular the true 
grassroots Freedomfighters of our Communities of Resistance (CoRs), I would add, who are 
not merely suffering from, but also actively combatting, the Genocide/Ecocide and other 
crimes of the “Hellacaust”, including Enslavement and more, that are being still nefariously 
perpetuated upon the sordid foundation of the atrocious legacies of British Colonialism and 
European Imperialism, throughout our contemporary World. 

It is in this light that I encourage George Galloway and others to learn more about 
progressive Nationalism and National Self-Determination from the perspectives of the 
genuine Freedomfighters who are relentlessly waging true People’s Liberation Struggles for 



it in our communities throughout the continent and diaspora of Afrika, and all over the 
World, even in Europe, including of course Scotland! To assert, as he did at the meeting in 
response to my question and remarks, that Scotland now has national self-determination is 
grossly incorrect! Succeeding eventually in creating, through centuries of their own 
continuing People’s Liberation Struggle, the opportunity to vote in a referendum on 
Independence, does not mean National Self-Determination as a whole has been won 
completely in Scotland. Many of us in our Afrikan Heritage Communities all over the World, 
from the lived experiences of ourselves and our predecessors, cannot accept as a situation 
of genuine National Self-Determination as we want for ourselves and all others, in terms of 
full respect for all Human, Peoples’ and Mother Earth Rights as we “overstand” them, to be 
the so-called Devolution of Power as it currently exists in Scotland, Wales and, even less so, 
in Northern Ireland; and voting in a referendum on Independence in circumstances mostly 
dictated with Reactionary Violence (read Osagyefo Kwame Nkrumah, Frantz Fanon and 
Huey P. Newton, among other Freedomfighting Scholar-Activists) by the oligarchic White 
Power of a domineering force of Global Apartheid Racism such as the imperialist state of the 
United Kingdom and its European Union and NATO Allies, a fundamentally barbaric power 
of rapacious globalising Capital that is with hypocritical sophistication becoming increasingly 
oppressive, exploitative and dehumanising not only to our Black Folks but also to the 
underprivileged masses of White Folks, indeed to all our ‘Wretched of the Earth’, did not 
augur well for the genuinely democratic expression of the free will of Scottish people to 
demonstrate what genuine National Self-Determination ought to mean in terms of Just 
International Law! This is of utmost important relevance to those of us in Afrikan Heritage 
Communities who are experiencing the bloody denial of our sacred right to true National 
Self-Determination at home and abroad; particularly in countries which have merely 
proclaimed hollow flag-and-anthem “independence”, but which are still subject to the 
tyrannical dictatorship of the oligarchic White Supremacist Power of Global Apartheid 
Racism through the ramshackle nation-states (read Basil Davidson) that Euro-Amerikkkan 
Imperialism continues to impose by its nefarious puppeteering ways of the manipulation of 
its wannabe-Elite traitorous Black-Skin-White-Masked quislings of Neocolonialism; a sellout 
Elite bent upon maintaining these unviable bogus nation-states that are horrific prisons for 
our indigenous nations and nationalities of both the Global South and the Global North; 
indeed, concentration camp penal mechanisms of national oppression, dismemberment and 
Genocide/Ecocide which are perpetuating the divide-and-rule atrocities of European 
Colonialism in their obstruction of the free expression of the cherished aspirations, hopes 
and vision of total Pan-Afrikan Liberation, unification and self-determined progress of the 
overwhelming masses of our people throughout the continent and diaspora of Afrika!

Action Learning Together

So there is a lot for us to still discuss, critically examine and educate each other, hopefully 
more by way of diligent Action Learning, together with George Galloway. Fortunately, in 
answering one of my questions at the 7th August 2015 meeting in the Tottenham area of 
London, George did unflinchingly state his commitment to Dialogue with our Afrikan 



Heritage Communities and all others in and beyond London. The challenge is for those of us 
reorganising our peoples at home and abroad into resurgent Freedomfighting Communities 
of Resistance, such as we of the GAPP-UK are seeking to do by our efforts to regenerate an 
Afrikan Heritage Community for National Self-Determination (AHC-NSD) in Britain today, to 
seize the opportunity for Positive Action in order to push forward the mainstreaming of our 
grassroots Reparatory Justice agendas under our own banners of, as PARCOE puts it, 
Reparations for Global Justice! To do this effectively, we must remind ourselves about the 
advice of Frantz Fanon and Ernesto Che Guevara to the colonially oppressed ‘Wretched of 
the Earth’ to always use our own heads in critically thinking everything through from our 
own oppressed peoples’ independent perspectives of genuine people’s revolutionary 
Freedomfighting; I daresay, and which effectively challenges the Coloniality of oligarchic 
White Power with our own independently generated and constantly regenerating Black 
Power! Most important, in inextricable connection to thinking for ourselves, is also the need 
to seriously heed the exhortation of Osagyefo Kwame Nkrumah to self-conscientizingly, self-
determinedly and self-empoweringly organise, organise and organise as never before; for, it 
is organisation that determines everything! 

From such a position of our own independent vision, perspectives and organisational 
strength as demonstrated on 1st August 2015; against all nefarious attempts by external 
reactionary forces of the United Kingdom State, and its governmental as well as non-
governmental agencies, for hoodwinking all with the Eurocentrism of Miseducation, 
spreading Obscurantism and perpetrating malpractices of Genocide/Ecocide against our 
Afrikan Heritage Communities at home and abroad; against the machinations of their 
internal puppets being manipulated for counter-insurgency sabotage who are masquerading 
with intrigues of national-chauvinistic, demagogic and pseudo-radical Populism; against all 
those backward forces of Liquidationism who attempted and will still attempt to obliterate 
our Emancipation Day Global Afrikan Reparations Unity March, and thus always scheme to 
prevent or distort the inspiring awesome sight of Afrikans unleashing their own raw Black 
Power altogether by themselves on the streets of London, inside the very Babylonian belly 
of the Beast of Euro-Amerikkkan Imperialism, we shall definitively win; we shall triumph and 
spearhead a massive, creatively revolutionary and dynamically resilient social movement 
Coalition of the Willing in Freedom-marching, under the Reparatory Justice banners of all 
the progressive forces of Humanity, towards our common Rendezvous of Global Justice 
Victory as pointed to from long ago by our glorious ancestral Sheroes and Heroes, including 
Aime Cesaire and C.L.R. James


